IDEA MUSIC SPONSOR

Growing out of the success of Levitt AMP Stevens Point, IDEA Music is Central WI's most intimate access to live-music. The event begins with social time, with every guest asked to bring food or beverage to share. They then gather for two sets of up-close music featuring up-and-coming musicians from around the region.

This unique opportunity to interact with and listen closely to music allows attendees to hear the stories behind both the songs and the musicians. Your sponsorship enables us to provide access to these shows at a reduced cost, making it easier for residents at all income levels to integrate music and community into their lives.

LEVELS

TITLE SPONSOR (LIMIT 1) - $5,000
SERIES SPONSOR - $1,000
SINGLE CONCERT SPONSOR - $500

To participate as an IDEA Music sponsor, use the forms on our website or email gregw@createportagecounty.org.